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Brought to you by Adventure Club Entertainment (ACE)
(ACE)™ and no challenge to any trade mark or
copy writes is made or implieed; this is just a work to help keep the game alive,, and all ™ and © are
retained by the respective owners.
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Welcome to the Role Playing Game for the
Chronopia world. This is a home project
designed for our own entertainment; as such
it is a work in progress.
We wanted to stay close to the war gaming
Chronopia rules as possible and we feel this is
a good start to the project.
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Character Generation
Basic concepts



We will use a d4 (for sided die) to generate
the stat line for the character. We are
retaining the stat line from Chronopia
Chronopia.

Each sill cost one LD point.
Thereafter, one skill cost one
experience point.
Each Special Ability
bility after the free
first one will cost 10 expedience
points. Note: spell casterr may only be chosen
after initial character geneeration by with the
Game Masters approval.

Special Abilities from the Chronopia
ronopia rule
book will be used and when you generate a
character you may choose one Special Ability
or Spell Caster ability.



If you choose Sell caster Ability you will
subtract one from your ST roll. So it will be
(1d4+1) instead of (1d4+2).. Also your CC and
RC cannot exceed ten (10). But your
leadership cannot be lower than a ten (10).
So if you roll a CC 0r RC higher than 10 reduce
the score to 10. If you roll a LD lower than a
10, increase that score to a 10.
Your leadership score is the number of sk
skills
one may assign. Note there are NO free
languages and there is no common language
spoken in Chronopia.. That means that you
must use a skill point for your own language
and any other language (recommended for
mixed parties). Reading /writing are
separate
ate skills grouped than speaking skill.
Reading and writing are combined as one
skill.
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Each score on the staat line may be
increased as well witth experience
points (as applicable))
o CC, RC, LD, ST
T uses this to
increase the score
s
by one:
(Stat core, eth
her CC, RC, LD, or
ST times one equals
experience co
ost) Stat*1 = cost.
 For sttats greater than
12 it is
i (stat * 1.5 (round
up) = cost.
c
 Raisin
ng LD in this way
will NOT
N gain
additiional skills.
o PW, AC, MV: +1 = MV, PW or
AC*(score goiing to *10)
experience co
ost. Example: AC
of 2 going to 3:
3 (3*10)= 30
experience co
ost.
o WD derived fro
om ST as normal.
o AR changes onnly with armor
o DEF: -1 = DEF
F*(score going to
*10) experien
nce cost.
Example: AC of 0 going to -1:
(-1*10) (*-1)) = 10 Experience
cost.
o SZ typically caannot change

Model Stat Line
CC

RC

PW

LD

AC

4d4

4d4

0d4*

4d4

2

WD

ST

St x 2 1d4+2

6

MV

AR

DEF

SZ

N/A

equip

0

race

Special Abilities
Special Abilities are described in the
Chronopia II gaming rule
ule book on page 84.
Spell Casting
Spell casting is an added Special Ability the
character may choose in the generation
phase of the character, but not later without
the game master’s approval. Spell casting is
described in the Chronopia II gaming rule
book on page 73.
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